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ABSTRACT
We address novel two-handed interaction techniques in dual
display interactive workspaces combining direct and indirect
touch input. In particular, we introduce the notion of a hori-
zontal tool space with task-dependent graphical input areas.
These input areas are designed as single purpose control el-
ements for specific functions and allow users to manipulate
objects displayed on a vertical screen using simple one- and
two-finger touch gestures and both hands. For demonstrat-
ing this concept, we use 3D modeling tasks as a specific ap-
plication area. Initial feedback of six expert users indicates
that our techniques are easy to use and stimulate exploration
rather than precise modeling. Further, we gathered quali-
tative feedback during a multi-session observational study
with five novices who learned to use our tool and were in-
terviewed several times. Preliminary results indicate that
working with our setup is easy to learn and remember. Par-
ticipants liked the partitioning character of the dual-surface
setup and agreed on the benefiting quality of touch input,
giving them a ’hands-on feeling’.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→ Interaction techniques;
Gestural input;

Keywords
indirect touch; polygon modeling; perspective-dependent ges-
tures; two-handed input; qualitative data;

1. INTRODUCTION
Interactive workspace scenarios combining a vertical with

a horizontal touch display have been proposed both in re-
search and as commercial products (e.g., [5, 13], HP Sprout
1). Apart from occlusion and precision, especially ergonomic
considerations suggest the use of indirect touch input in such

1https://sprout.hp.com/us/en/
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Figure 1: The basic setup consists of the visual dis-
play of the scene (top) and the tool space (bottom).

settings: the hands operate predominantly on the horizon-
tal and the vision centers on the vertical surface (e.g., [22]).
In contrast to established indirect touch input devices like
touch pads or graphic tablets, the use of touch screens as
input devices involves display capability and opens up novel
design opportunities for touch interaction techniques.

By employing multiple fingers and potentially both hands,
touch input can lead to a higher control bandwidth com-
pared to single pointer input. Existing touch pads such
as Apple’s Magic Trackpad already support indirect multi-
finger touch gestures, which allow direct (e.g., two-finger
scrolling) and high-bandwidth (e.g., two-finger zooming) con-
trol of functions depending on application context and sys-
tem preferences. While currently the design opportunities
of custom input techniques based on indirect multi-touch
gestures are confined by the form factor and purpose of
touch pads as general input devices, larger horizontal touch
screens offer ample possibilities to explore form factors, ar-
rangements, spatial structure, visualizations and mappings
of touch input areas in order to serve specific functions. In
this paper, we present our concept of a tool space - a hori-
zontal touch display that allows the direct and spatial acti-
vation of commands through compositions of virtual touch
pads with task-specific layout and functionality.

For this purpose we identified 3D modeling as an inter-
esting use case, because of its functional complexity and
the challenges arising from the dimensional mismatch of 2D
touch input and virtual 3D environments. Three-dimensional
modeling based on single pointer input decomposes the task
complexity by introducing a variety of modes and virtual
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tools, often resulting in a complex UI and lengthy interac-
tion sequences, bearing little resemblance to hand crafting in
the real world and presenting a high entry barrier for novice
users. While the use of multi-touch input increases the in-
put bandwidth, the transition from a 2D input surface to
3D content does not come natural and has inspired different
approaches to navigation and object manipulation in virtual
3D environments (e.g., gesture sets [25], graphical handles
[6] etc.).

In this paper, we present two indirect touch interaction
techniques targeted at distinct 3D modeling tasks: edge-
loop scaling and extrusion. While the techniques evolved
around the scope of dual-display interactive workspaces and
qualitative results show that users like this setup for its par-
titioning character, our techniques are not limited to them:
they are designed to explore the potential of indirect touch
input for complex tasks and may also be applied in slightly
altered settings (e.g., on a large tilted display). Further, we
acknowledge that our tools do not form a feature-complete
3D modeling suite and thus their expressiveness is limited to
certain kinds of shapes. The contribution lies primarily in
the conceptual work and the qualitative findings we gained
in first user studies. However, our implementation also fea-
tures novel technical concepts, like perspective-dependent
gestures, which may have potential beyond the particular
hardware setting.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss related work on 3D touch inter-

action and indirect touch interaction. With our concept of
the tool space, we try to address challenges of direct touch
input for 3D manipulation tasks (a) without introducing a
novel modeling paradigm and (b) by exploiting the design
opportunities of a touchscreen used as indirect input device.

2.1 3D Touch Interaction
Despite precision and occlusion problems, direct multi-

touch gesture input is in frequent use for basic 2D RTS
object manipulation (rotate, scale, translate) [26] and view
manipulation through pan-and-zoom navigation [12]. Sev-
eral techniques in the literature address basic 3D manipu-
lation tasks, such as positioning objects in 3D [20, 25], 3D
object rotation [2, 11, 25], and 3D navigation tasks [10, 17].
Relatively little research has been conducted on multi-touch
techniques for object-shape manipulation [16, 23] – to our
knowledge none on edge-loop manipulation or extrusion for
polygon modeling.

Essentially, all 3D touch interaction techniques face the
problem of mismatching degree of integration [4] between
the required 3D control of the object of interest and the 2D
gestural input captured by the physical input device. There
are two solutions to this problem: (1) by constraining the
control-bandwidth of simultaneously modifiable dimensions
to match the limited degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the 2D
input surface or (2) by increasing the input-bandwidth, e.g.
trough enabling simultaneous control of multiple parameters
in the application with bimanual and gestural interaction.

The first approach often exploits the type of data and the
context of the application to constrain the manipulation of
an object ’in a meaningful way ’ [17]: using z-technique [20],
users can position furniture in a virtual 3D room constrained
to the room’s ground with a 1-finger gesture on the 2D in-
put surface. Another example is the adaption of established

3D manipulation widgets from conventional graphical UIs to
touch input, as presented by Cohé et al. [6] in their concept
of an axis-constraining object transformation tool.

The second approach requires the design of larger gestural
input vocabularies, e.g. through multi-digit or two-handed
input [19, 23, 25]. In the three finger rotation technique [11],
two fingers of one hand define an axis and the index finger of
the second hand rotates the object around the defined axis.
While such gesture sets allow an integral control of both
positioning and orientation, there is evidence that a strict
separation of control is preferred by users and outperforms
the integral control of these parameters [21].

A completely different approach to designing new interac-
tion techniques for 3D modeling is to change the modeling
paradigm itself. Paper3D [23] adapts a paper craft paradigm
using folding and cutting to create 3D models, taking advan-
tage of real world analogies for gesture design. ILoveSketch
[3] and Teddy [14] create 3D geometries from 2D strokes.
Whereas this provides a quick sense of achievement for first-
time users, it is less predictable how a 2D sketch is converted
to a 3D shape. There seems to be no best paradigm: some
modeling tasks are easier, others harder to perform using
each paradigm.

2.2 Indirect Touch Input
Schmidt et al. [27] compared direct and indirect multi-

touch input on a large horizontal/vertical dual surface setup.
In particular, they explored an absolute mapping for point-
ing and dragging tasks. The indirect condition – hand con-
tours where displayed on the vertical screen to provide vi-
sual feedback – caused fatigue and decreased pointing perfor-
mance. Based on this, Voelker et al. [30] compared different
interaction techniques to enable a comfortable tracking state
for indirect touch input in such setups and found lift-and-
tap to be the most promising. In the context of interactive
workspace ergonomics (e.g.,[31]), both Voelker et al. [29]
and Pfeuffer et al. [24] introduced gaze-based mode switch-
ing between direct and indirect touch input. Further, Gilliot
et al. [8] explored the influence of input surface form factors
on indirect target selection tasks with an absolute mapping
and found that decreasing the input surface size improves
target selection accuracy and that diverging aspect ratios
between input and display areas decreases it.

More recently, indirect touch input has been explored as
input modality for stereoscopic 3D systems. Simeone and
Gellersen compared direct and indirect touch input tech-
niques and found that indirect input results in less errors
due to reduced occlusion [28]. Giesler et al. showed preci-
sion benefits for indirect touch input based on shadows cast
by virtual objects onto a touch-screen surface compared to
in-air interaction techniques [7].

3. DESIGN RATIONALE
To exemplify the concept of the tool space, we designed

two interaction techniques for 3D polygon modeling. We ac-
knowledge the wide variety of existing polygonal modeling
techniques, but focus on the following: (1) edge-loop scaling,
i.e. the scaling of selected edge loops and (2) polygon extru-
sion. Further, we do not intend to challenge existing input
devices and user interfaces for 3D modeling, but hope to
demonstrate the potential of our concept beyond the tech-
niques proposed in this paper.

With our techniques, we address the sequential workflow
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of 3D object-shape manipulation tasks in today’s desktop
environments. They are designed with three properties of
interaction instruments in mind [4]: degree of indirection,
integration, and compatibility. Degree of indirection refers
to a measure of spatial and temporal offsets generated by
an instrument describing a continuum between direct and
indirect manipulation. An optimal, low degree of indirection
could be achieved by, e.g. performing the modeling tasks
directly on the scene object; however, due to fatigue effects,
touch imprecision and occlusion issues [1], we chose to use
indirect gestural interaction – which has been shown to be
more precise [18] – and direct interaction on dedicated input
areas and visual representations of the scene object in a
separate tool space.

Degree of integration refers to the ratio between the num-
ber of DOFs that users can control simultaneously in the
application and and number of DOFs captured by an in-
put device. For integral tasks [15], e.g. 3D-positioning, we
inherently have a degree of integration below one due to
the mismatch between 2D surface input to control 3D po-
sition values; the ratio can be raised through the design
of multi-digit or bimanual interaction techniques. The de-
gree of compatibility refers to a measure for the similarity
between the physical actions of users when performing the
interaction technique and the response of the virtual object.
We aim for a high degree of compatibility by using sim-
ple and well-known one- and two-finger touch gestures (i.e.
one-finger tapping/dragging, two-finger rotation, pinch-to-
zoom) in combination with a dynamic spatial multiplexing
of the touch input area in contrast to complex gesture sets.

4. PROTOTYPE SETUP
Our prototype consists of two conventional touch screens,

arranged as a pair of connected horizontal and vertical sur-
faces (see figure 1). We chose this setup as we foresee that
touch displays will be integrated into augmented desktop en-
vironments. In particular, we conceive the horizontal touch
display as an extension rather than a replacement for key-
board and mouse input, as proposed by [5]. Still, our tech-
niques can also be transferred to PC/tablet combinations
or collaborative settings with multiple tablets and a central
large display.

The horizontal screen constantly displays a toolbar and
the available geometric primitives (see figure 1) and leaves
space required for our interaction techniques introduced be-
low. Geometric primitives can be added to the scene us-
ing a swipe-up gesture, adhering to the conceptual model of
both displays forming a unified interaction surface similar to
curved displays as described in the literature [13]. The pro-
totype is developed based on JavaFX 8 and currently runs on
a HP desktop PC with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, an ATI
Radeon HD5670 graphics card and two Dell S2340T touch
displays with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels each. Imple-
mentation details of the setup as well as a documentation
and source code of the algorithms underlying our techniques
are available from the first author’s website2.

4.1 Scene Navigation and Object Positioning
Our prototype enables panning, zooming, and orbiting scene

navigation: two-finger gestures are mapped to panning, pinch
gestures to zooming, and one-finger touch gestures orbit the

2http://www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/indirect3D

virtual scene camera on a sphere around the object contin-
uously directed towards the object in the scene. These ges-
tures can be performed anywhere on the visual base layer of
the tool space and within the 3D scene.

Figure 2 outlines the basic object manipulation in our pro-
totype – translating, rotating and scaling objects are sup-
ported as well. Users touch-select objects on the vertical
screen, invoke an object manipulation widget, and trans-
form objects using a pair of interactive orthographic views
(front view, top view) and a dedicated rotation/scaling wid-
get displayed within the tool space.

Figure 2: The basic workflow: (a) selecting an ob-
ject with direct touch, (b) selecting a tool from the
toolbar, and (c) using touch widgets to control the
object indirectly.

4.2 Edge-Loop Scaling
With edge-loop scaling, users select a sequence of con-

nected edges that reaches around the surface of the mesh,
commonly referred to as edge-loop, and scale it (figure 3). By
selecting one or multiple edge-loops and repeating this pro-
cedure, various shapes can be approximated from geometric
primitives such as boxes or cylinders. In our prototype, we
provided box and cylinder primitives with a fixed amount
of edge loops, prepared beforehand using the mesh subdivi-
sion feature of Blender3. We designed a two-handed indirect
touch interaction technique for scaling edge loops with the
goal of increasing the degree of both integration and com-
patibility [4].

Figure 3: Edge loop scaling in Blender: a subdivided
cylinder mesh in Blender (left), the selected edge
loop (middle), the scaled edge loop and the resulting
shape (right).

Our approach to edge loop scaling follows Guiard’s [9]
principles of asymmetric bimanual actions in the physical
world. Figure 4 outlines the workflow: The non-dominant
hand (1) sets the frame-of-reference, starts the interaction
sequence and performs coarse actions by touching either the
vertical or horizontal bar, which triggers the appearance of

3https://www.blender.org/
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a mesh-selection volume that can be translated along the y-
axis (vertical bar) or x-axis (horizontal bar) with one-finger
and resized using a two-finger pinch gesture (2). At any
time, all edge loops contained in the selection volume are
selected. Performing a pinch gesture with the dominant
hand (3) in the square area while maintaining the current
selection with the non-dominant hand controls the scaling
of the selected edge-loops. Refining the selection with the
non-dominant hand and scaling with the dominant hand can
occur in quick succession or simultaneously.

Figure 4: The bimanual edge loop scaling workflow:
(1) the non-dominant hand translates and (2) scales
the selection volumen, the dominant hand scales the
contained edge loops (3).

Both, the dragging and pinch gestures used to translate
and resize the selection volume are mapped relatively to the
last state of the selection volume. Translating and resizing
can be interrupted and resumed without causing the selec-
tion volume to jump. Further, position and size of the selec-
tion volume is constrained by the scene objects’ dimensions
allowing quick movements towards the respective ends. In
order to minimize the need for clutching and yet enable pre-
cise control with small movements, the mapping between the
finger movement on the bars and the translation and scaling
of the selection volume is based on a discrete gain change
function:

4trans =

 4pos÷ bar-length · size if 4p ≤ 10

4pos · 2÷ bar-length · size if 10 <4p ≤ 20

4pos · 3÷ bar-length · size if 4p > 20

4trans describes the translation delta of the selection vol-
ume along the respective axis of the 3D object over a time
interval of 15 ms relative to the respective size of the 3D
objects. 4p describes the relative pixel distance traveled
within the length p of the control bar (here 500px). The an-
gle of the pinch gestures of the dominant hand is not taken
into account, in order to enable a comfortable hand posi-
tioning.

4.3 Extrusion
Performing extrusion in conventional 3D authoring tools

(e.g., Blender) requires users to frequently switch modes re-
sulting in a sequential workflow of alternating selection, nav-
igation and transformation commands. We try to simplify
this process by providing extrusion tools that allow the spa-
tial activation of commands such as camera control, polygon
selection and the actual extrusion. As seen in figure 5, our
extrusion technique includes (a) the scene object, (b) the

polygon selection tool, (c) the extrusion touchpad, and (d)
the base layer for scene camera control.

Figure 5: Overview of the extrusion tool: (a) the
scene object, (b) the polygon selection tool, (c) the
extrusion touchpad and (d) the base layer for scene
camera control.

(1) Selecting Surfaces and Polygons. We decided to add
the additional polygon selection tool in the horizontal tool
space to reduce arm fatigue when making precise sub-mesh
selections. Moreover, the two separated views of the 3D
object help to keep an overview of the scene while select-
ing polygons. Users select a surface of the scene object on
the vertical screen via direct touch, which causes the poly-
gon selection tool (figure 5 (b)) to display an additional vi-
sual representation of the scene object. In particular, it
shows an animated virtual camera motion towards the se-
lected surface (point-of-interest, similar to Navidget [10]).
The camera takes a viewpoint position perpendicular to the
selected surface allowing the user to see onto the entire sur-
face represented within the polygon selection tool area. The
animated camera motion is intended to support the users’
spatial awareness — note that the view of the scene object
on the vertical screen is not changed. The distance between
virtual camera and 3D object can further be adjusted by
using pinch gestures within the polygon selection tool.

Inside the polygon selection tool, users can select and de-
select single polygons of the object by tapping and also by
dragging similar to finger painting. The selected polygons
are visually highlighted both in the polygon selection tool
and in the scene, displayed on the vertical screen. Figure
6 shows a schematic overview of these steps. The polygon
selection is based on a standard ray casting algorithm that
casts rays from the virtual camera of the polygon selection
tool onto the selected surface. A swipe-up gesture performed
on the polygon selection tool deselects all polygons.

Figure 6: The workflow for selecting surfaces and
polygons for extrusion. From left to right: a user
selects a surface-of-interest, the polygon selection
tool’s view is updated, the user orbits the scene cam-
era, the user selects single polygons.

(2) Perspective-dependent Extrusion. Once a set of poly-
gons of an object is selected, the selection can be extruded
via dragging gestures on the extrusion touch pad (figure 5
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(c)) with the dominant hand. The interpretation of the ges-
tures depends on the orientation of the scene controlled with
the non-dominant hand on the base layer (figure 5 (d)).

During extrusion, changing the scene’s camera viewpoint
will cause continuously updated polygon selections, reassign-
ing polygons to the possible extrusion directions up, down,
left, and right at all times. Selecting a polygon and then ro-
tating the camera will make the selection flip when a certain
threshold angle is reached. Performing one-finger dragging
gestures within the extrusion pad will cause the extrusion
of the currently selected polygons. This allows to extrude
along 3D paths without intermediary explicit de-/selections.

The extrusion workflow we propose is still inherently se-
quential, however it reduces activation costs [4] by spatial
tool multiplexing: it encourages bimanual operation, during
which the non-dominant hand sets the camera viewpoint us-
ing the tool space’s base layer and therefore frames the scope
of potential extrusions performed with the dominant hand
using the extrusion pad.

When a touch gesture is initiated on the extrusion touch
pad, the 2D touch coordinates are used to determine whether
the touch occurred on one of the constraining bars or not.
Further, a time stamp is set. The actual extrusion logic is
handled by the event handler On Touch Moved that is exe-
cuted on every touch movement update. The following pseu-
docode (Algorithm 1) illustrates the procedure that runs on
every touch movement update.

Algorithm 1 The Pseudocode for the OnTouchMoved event
handler of the extrusion pad

if timeDiff ≤ 100ms then
sDeltaX+ = deltaX
sDeltaY + = deltaY

else
if !extruded then

determineSelectedFaces(sDeltaX, sDeltaY )
extrude(selectedFaces)
extruded = true

else
translateExtrudedFaces(deltaX, deltaY )

end if
end if

The variable timeDiff is the difference between the cur-
rent system time and the time stamp set at the onTouchStart
event handler. As long as it is smaller or equal to 100 ms,
the touch movement deltas are summed up in the variables
sDeltaX and sDeltaY. After the first 100 ms of the touch
movement, these sums of the two deltas are used in com-
bination with the current camera viewpoint to determine
which polygons to extrude. Then, the insertion of the new
vertexes is triggered with the extrude()-function.

After the insertion, the current deltas of the touch move-
ment are used to translate the new polygon. It can be con-
strained to the surface normal (the polygon’s local z-axis)
by starting the dragging movement in one of the constrain-
ing bars of the extrusion pad. In this case, a vector that
is the result of a multiplication of the surface normal and a
factor depending on the touch movement delta is added to
each vertex. Whether the horizontal or the vertical touch
movement delta is used also depends on the viewing orienta-
tion of the selected polygons. If the dragging is not initiated
within one of the constraining bars, then the new vertexes

are additionally translated by either the polygon’s local x-
or y-axis, also depending on the current viewing orientation
of the polygon.

5. INITIAL EXPERT USER FEEDBACK
Six participants (two female, aged between 23 and 59, all

right-handed) with various backgrounds and all with prior
3D modeling experience in either teaching or agency work
performed three modeling tasks: (1) modeling a simple rect-
angular table with a single centered leg (i.e. the edge-loop
scaling task) and (2) re-modeling a given shape available
as print-out during the task (i.e. extrusion task) and (3)
modeling a small scene with a combination of both tech-
niques. After task (1) and (2), they rated ease-of-use, per-
ceived performance time and precision using Likert-scales
(1 = ”strongly disagree”, 5 = ”strongly agree”). Finally, we
conducted a semi-structured interview.

In general, the participants experienced the control of our
tools as easy ((median (md) = 5 for task 1, = 4 for task
2)) and fast (md = 5 for task 1, = 4.5 for task 2). Regard-
ing precision, the users’ ratings are less positive (md = 2
for task 1, = 3 for task 2), which is not surprising due to
finger input and the tool’s lack of precision features (e.g.,
numerical information, snapping etc.). Three participants
stated that modeling using our bimanual edge-loop scaling
tool almost felt like working with ’modeling clay’ or ’pot-
tery’ and after the extrusion task, one participant said that
extruding felt like ’painting in space’, indicating a high de-
gree of compatibility [4]. The more experienced modelers
did not see an instant benefit of the tools, but were still sur-
prised about their own capabilities in creating shapes with
our prototype. P3 commented positively on the conveyed
sense of achievement : shapes created with the edge-loop
scaling tool exhibit similar stylistic properties, yet resulted
in ’beautiful shapes’, which might stimulate exploration of
various shapes.

6. EVALUATION WITH NOVICE USERS
Following the implications of the initial user feedback that

our techniques rather stimulate exploration than allow for
precise modeling, we conducted an observational user study
with five 3D modeling novices (four female), aged between 17
and 25, all students from varying educational backgrounds
(business, sociology, cultural science and computer science).
Our goal was to gain qualitative data on the application’s
general learnability and usability.

6.1 Procedure
The study was organized in 3 sessions (60-90 minutes) per

participant, with breaks of 2-5 days between sessions. The
goal of the first two sessions was to familiarize the partic-
ipants with the functions of the prototype and give them
first hands-on experience. In the first session, they got an
introduction to the prototype’s features and had the pos-
sibility to explore them freely. The second session started
with a recap of the prototype’s functions, followed by a free
modeling task. In the last session, the users were asked to
apply their knowledge from the prior sessions and model an
imaginary room with FAD (figure 8 and 7).

In the end of each session, participants were asked to an-
swer 5-Point Likert scale questions concerning the learnabil-
ity of the system and to classify the prototype on a 7-point
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Figure 7: Exemplary modeling results from our observational study with five 3D modeling novices.

Figure 8: A participant during one of the sessions.
(1) Side view to translate selected objects along the
scene’s y-axis, (2) top view to translate them in the
scene’s xz-plane and (3) scaling widget with axis-
constraining bars (red, green, blue) at the borders.

semantic differential. The answers were further discussed in
concluding semi-structured interviews. After the final ses-
sion, participants reflected on the three sessions and their
progress in a more comprehensive interview.

6.2 Observations and Feedback
All participants perceived the interaction with the proto-

type as easy across all sessions (Table 1). After familiarizing
with the tool it became ’quite intuitively usable’ (P1) even
if it seemed rather complex when it was first introduced by
the experimenter. The early doubts some users had regard-
ing the learnability of the tool are reflected in the semantic
differential ratings: after the first session, three of five users
tended towards ’hard to learn’, whereas after the second ses-
sion four users rated on the ’easy to learn’ side (Table 1).
The interviews of the second sessions further revealed that
some were surprised (P1,P3,P4) by how well they remem-
bered how to work with the tools from the first session (md
= 2 for the statement ’It requires a lot of time to learn how
to use the prototype’ across all participants and sessions).

6.2.1 Reproducibility
According to the questionnaires, our techniques facilitate

the reproducibility of the workflow: The ratings of the two
statements (a) ’The prototype requires me to remember a lot
of details’ (md = 2 across all participants and sessions) and

(b) ’The prototype is designed in such a way that learned
steps are easily remembered ’ (md = 4 across all participants
and sessions) support this assumption.

6.2.2 Display Setup
All participants commented positively on the display setup

because of its partitioning character. The vertical screen
was mostly used as overview and the horizontal screen as
the main input area. Interestingly, all participants except
P4 used the vertical screen for navigating the scene, al-
though the same could have been achieved using the hor-
izontal screen. When we addressed this, the most common
response was that the vertical screen was used for having
an overview over the entire scene, hence it felt natural to
navigate the whole scene on there. However, three of the
participants also mentioned that in the current version of
the tool a non-touch screen would have been sufficient for
an overview. Further, some wished for more functionality on
the vertical screen, such as direct manipulation of objects.

6.2.3 Role of Hands and Touch
Mostly, all participants operated the tool exclusively with

their dominant hand, no matter which display they used.
Only when required by the tool, two-handed input was used
(edge-loop scaling). Approached upon this, users said that
as long as the tool does not require two-handed input, con-
trolling it with the strong hand feels quicker and more ac-
curate, even though some noticed that distances between
input elements would be shorter when handled with their
weak hand. P3 commented that the tool could be designed
differently with a clear segregation of tasks for the strong
hand and for the weak hand. P5 mentioned that the edge-
loop scaling tool layout (selection volume control on the
left, scaling on the right) can lead to the necessity of ei-
ther switching or crossing hands, because ’you would start
selecting the area with your right hand in the left field and
then realize you need to operate the field on the right as well.’

The participants agreed on the benefiting quality of using
touch interaction instead of mouse and keyboard input for
the tool, referring to the ’hands-on feeling ’ and comparing
it to working with clay. However, selecting polygons for ex-
trusion led to occasional fat finger problems. P3 suggested
introducing brushes with diameters for selection and a con-
trollable polygon selection view (manual zoom and naviga-
tion). Prompted by these issues, participants felt that the
tool is generally not suitable when details are important. Ac-
curate placing or scaling is not possible without some sort of
numerical input or constraints (e.g., only allowing gradual
scaling or a grid-alignment) for distances or positions.
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6.2.4 Problems
Even though perceived as easy-to-use, some felt that the

insert-mechanism for objects was sumptuous: ’swiping it in
is a nice metaphor, but in the computer context I still have
clicking in mind ’ (P2). We could also observe this during
the study when participants would tap on the object several
times to insert it into the scene and then after a few tries
remembering the swipe-move. It also occurred that par-
ticipants would swipe towards the middle of the horizontal
screen, which is not recognized by the system.

Finally, when asked for suitable usage contexts, partici-
pants recommended it for schools due to it’s capability to
facilitate visual thinking. Some saw the direct interaction as
a good way to teach 3D modeling to non technically-minded
users. Further, they saw potential in the setup for purpose-
built games or creative tasks such as video or photo editing.

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Both our initial feedback session with expert users and

the observational study with novice users were formative
studies with few participants, during which we only gath-
ered qualitative data on our proposed setup and interaction
techniques. Thus, we cannot provide conclusive results that
quantify characteristics of our interaction techniques com-
pared to state-of-the-art techniques and allow a generaliza-
tion to a wider context. Nonetheless, our results provide a
number of interesting perspectives on novel indirect touch
interaction techniques.

We see potential for our concept beyond 3D modeling,
especially in application domains where existing user inter-
faces require multi-dimensional input and exhibit a low de-
gree of compatibility [4], i.e. a divergence between the phys-
ical actions of the user and the response of the manipulated
object. That may for instance be the case with creative
applications, such as timeline animation or sound arrange-
ment. In such cases, task-specific spatial activation areas
in a separate tool space can visually guide high-bandwidth
and potentially two-handed input that is easy to learn and
remember and can deliver a quick sense of achievement.

The concept of spatial tool activation within tool space
also encourages to think about novel high-degree-of-freedom
interaction techniques, resulting from combinations of com-
mands. E.g., a combination of extrusion and camera rota-
tion might be used to easily create bent or twisted shapes.

Further, our observations suggest that, in the particular
case of 3D modeling, our techniques may present rather an
extension to than a replacement of the existing ecology of in-
put devices and user interfaces. We see potential especially
in early modeling phases characterized by form finding and
exploration. We envision a scenario, where 3D artifacts are
first approximated using touch input techniques like ours
and subsequently elaborated with established tools that al-
low for precision. In order to gain a better understanding
of such a scenario, we plan an in situ evaluation of our pro-
totype with high school students who currently are being
trained in Google SketchUp 4. Further, we intend to run
formal experiments to learn about performance differences
between our indirect touch tools and established input tech-
niques, e.g. by comparing our extrusion tool to input based
on mouse and keyboard shortcuts.

4https://www.sketchup.com

8. CONCLUSION
In the context of indirect touch input techniques, we pre-

sented our concept of a tool space - a dedicated partition of a
touch screen separated from the main visual display area of
a computer setup used to render task-specific virtual touch
pads with specialized input mappings. To exemplify this
concept, we implemented two indirect touch techniques for
3D polygon modeling based on multi-finger and two-handed
gestural input on a horizontal/vertical dual display setup.
First user feedback indicates that our techniques are enjoy-
able, easy to use and stimulate exploration. Participants
of a multi-session observational study liked the partitioning
character of the dual-display setup and could learn as well
as remember the tools more easily than they expected in the
beginning. Some reported to experience edge-loop scaling as
modeling clay, which suggests that a ’hands-on feeling’ can
also be achieved with indirect touch input techniques. How-
ever, participants expressed criticism regarding the control
precision. Also, two-handed input was only used when en-
forced, indicating that the adoption of bimanual operation
may need longer learning phases.
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